MRTU2 with a 1 HP Variable Speed Drive

Also Available MRTU2A Provided with 2HP Variable Speed Drive, 0 to 85 RPM, 230V 1 Phase.
MRTU

Cantilevered Shaft Reeling & Coiling Take-Up Machine

MRTU 1 REEL CAPACITY:
36” dia., 25” Wide x 750 lbs.

- 1 HP Variable Speed Drive
- 0-70 RPM, 120V 1 Phase
- Manual Hydraulic Lift System
- “T” Handle Draw Bar
- Safety Foot Switch
- 1 3/8” dia Shaft w/Plug-In Feature
- Arbor Bushings
- 1700 Measurer on Slide Traverse Base
- Shaft & Bushing Storage
- Floor Locks
- 5C-6HD Collapsible Coiler
  5” Wide x 20” ID x 30” OD (Plug-In)

MRTU 2 REEL CAPACITY:
48” dia., 32” Wide x 1,500 lbs.

- 1 HP Variable Speed Drive
- 0-70 RPM, 120V 1 Phase
- Manual Hydraulic Lift System
- “T” Handle Draw Bar
- Safety Foot Switch
- 1 3/8”, 2” and 2 1/2” dia Plug-In Shaft’s
- Arbor Bushings
- 1700 Measurer on Slide Traverse Base
- Shaft & Bushing Storage
- Floor Locks
- 5C-6HD Collapsible Coiler
  5” Wide x 20” ID x 30” OD (Plug-In)

Options

- Automatic Levelwind
- Electrolift
- Predetermined Stop-To-Length Counter
- Integral Hydraulic Cutter
- Custom Guarding